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With an ordinary differential expression L = x;=OpkDk on an open interval 
I c R is associated a selfadjoint operator H in a Hilbert space, possibly beyond 
,P=L*(r). The set Q(H)f?Z only depends on the generalized spectral family 
associated with H. It is shown that the (differentiated) eigenfunction expansion 
given by H converges uniformly on compact subintervals of 1 for functions in 
c~(H)cIX. In case H is a semibounded selfadjoint operator in A++= L*(I), a 
similar result is proved for functions in Q[H], which is the set of all f E-F for 
which there exists a sequence f, E G(H) such that J, -f in ,;z” and 
(Hff,-f,kf,-1,l~Oasn.m~co. 
1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
Let L be an ordinary differential expression of order n on an open interval 
ZCR 
L = 5 pkDk, 
k=O 
where each function pk is k times continuously differentiable, k = O,..., n, and 
p,(x) # 0, x E z. We shall assume that L is formally symmetric. We put 
R= L*(z), with inner product 
Associated with L are a densely defined closed symmetric operator Lmin and 
a maximal operator L,,, with L,,, = (L,,&*. For c E z fixed, we let s(n) be 
the unique 1 x n matrix-valued function on z satisfying 
Ls(1) = As(l), qc, A) = I,) A E cc. 
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Here I,, denotes the identity in Cc”, and 
Let F be a generalized spectral family in 3 for Lmin. Then there exists a 
unique IZ x n matrix-valued function p on R, with the following property: 
THEOREM 1 (norm expansion). For any (leff open, right closed) interval 
A c R we have 
Hence 
with convergence in Z. 
Here, of course, F(A) means F(J) -F(a) for an interval A = (a,P] c R. 
Also it can be shown that 
Relation (1.1) was essentially proved by Coddington [ 1 ] for functions with 
compact support. A proof of (1.1) in a more general setting can be found in 
[2]. Pointwise convergence of (1.2), together with derivatives, for f E g(H) 
and a selfadjoint extension H in z has been established in various forms. 
We only mention the results in Dunford and Schwartz [3, pp. 1332 and 
13591. In case H is a semibounded selfadjoint operator in GF we mention the 
results of Krein [ 10, 111 in the regular case and the results of Hinton [5,6] 
and Kauffman [9] in the singular case. In this paper we shall show how 
pointwise convergence of eigenfunction expansions can be obtained by using 
a simple idea in Dunford and Schwartz [3, Lemma X111.2.16, p. 12961. 
2. SELFADJOINT EXTENSIONS BEYOND 3 
Let S be a densely defined closed symmetric operator in a Hilbert space 
GF with adjoint S*. Let .F be a Hilbert space which contains z as a closed 
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subspace and let P be the orthogonal projection from .Z onto (1%“. Let H be a 
selfadjoint extension of S in X. It is easy to see that 
and 
PCS(H) C G(S*) (2.1) 
S*Ph = PHh, h E a(H); (2.2) 
see, for instance, [ 121 for more information. We define the resolvent 
R: C\iR -+ B(Z) (bounded linear operators, defined on all of X) by 
R(A) = (H-A))‘. Then it follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that 
S*PR(A)f = PHR(A)f= P(Z + LR(L))f, f~2?, LE C\lR. (2.3) 
This shows that S*PR(A) is a bounded linear operator from X to Z. 
Associated with H is E: R + B(X), its orthogonal spectral family. We 
define a generalized spectral family F: IR + B(z) by 
F(t) = PEW Ix, tE R. 
Introducing the set Q by 
we observe that @ c g(S*), since PH ]g is a symmetric operator extension 
of S in 3. As a matter of fact, we have 
which shows that the set CG only depends on the generalized spectral family 
F in Z, generated by H. 
THEOREM 2 (pointwise expansion). We have 
D’f = fmn j DjWd, (.IfG+WA) , f ~9, j=o, I ,..., n, 
-+ A 0 2 
with uniform convergence on compact subintervals of I for j = 0, l,..., n - 1, 
and L2 convergence on compact subintervals of I for j = n. 
ProoJ According to (1.1) we have 
f - jAW4 (.L~WCW)2=f -F@lf 
= w - EWlf, f E CT = L 2(z). 
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Ifs E ka = g(H) nz, we obtain 
(Z-~(~)lf=R(~o)(Z-~(~))(H-~,lf, Lo E C\R. 
Let g, = (Z - E(d))(ZZ - A,)f; then g, E G?Y, and we have 
f-jAs(l)4 (~~so1)dpo1))2=pR(~~~gA~ f-. (2.4) 
From the definition of g, it follows that 
lim g, = 0 in r. 
A+R 
Since PR(&) is a bounded linear operator from .Y to 2, we obtain 
lim PR (A,) g, = 0 in R. 
A-R 
(2.5) 
It follows from (2.3) with S =Lmin, S* =L,,,, that L,,, PR(&) is a 
bounded linear operator from YY’ to 3, so that 
lim L maxPR@dgA =o in R. AdR (2.6) 
Having established (2.5) and (2.6), we are in a position to apply a result 
of Dunford and Schwartz [3, Lemma X111.2.16, p. 12961 to the sequence of 
functions Pi(A,)g, in R= L*(z). This result is basically that for any 
compact subinterval .Z c I, the graph norms of L,,, and D” restricted to 
L’(J) are equivalent. Hence we have 
lim D’PR (A,) g = 0, 
A+R 
j = 0, l)...) n, (2.7) 
with uniform convergence on compact subintervals of 1 for j = O,..., II - 1, 
and L2 convergence on compact subintervals of I for j = n. We combine 
(2.4) and (2.7) to obtain the result in the theorem. 
Note that if F is an orthogonal spectral family, or equivalently, if H is 
selfadjoint operator extension in A?‘, then G = G?(H), and the theorem 
reduces to a known result, cf. [3, p. 1359). 
3. SEMIBOUNDED SELFADJOINT EXTENSIONS IN Z 
If T is an operator in a Hilbert space A?, then T is called semibounded 
(below) if 
G’X f) 2 4.L fh fEg(T), cEIR. 
409/92/l-12 
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Let S be a symmetric operator in X with finite equal deficiency indices. 
Then a selfadjoint extension H of S in Z is semibounded if and only if S is 
semibounded. For a semibounded selfadjoint operator H we define the set 
53[H] as the collection of all f E 2 for which there exists a sequence 
f, E G(H) such thatf, + f in R and (H(f, -f,), f, -f,) + 0 as m, n -+ co. 
It is clear that g[H] is the Hilbert space completion of g(H), if we provide 
g(H) with the inner product [ , 1, 
If, sl = (Hf, g> + 4.L g), f, g E B(H), 
where a E R is chosen sufftciently large, so that H + a is a positive definite 
operator. We have 
[.A g] = ((H + a)‘% (H + a)“*g), .fi g E g[Hl, 
and 
a[H] = g((H + a)1’2), 
see [8, p. 33 11. For a selfadjoint semibounded operator extension H of a 
symmetric operator S, we have Krein’s decomposition 
g[H + a] = C%[S, + a] OMH+n. (3.1) 
Here S, denotes the Friedrichs extension of S and 
JT H+a= {fEg[H]nQ(S*+a)I (S*+a)f =O}. 
Decomposition (3.1) is orthogonal with respect o the inner product [ , ]. For 
a proof of (3.1) see Krein [lo, 111. 
A necessary condition for the symmetric operator Lmin to be bounded 
below in R = L*(z) is that the order of L is even: n = 2m, and that 
(-l)“p,(x) > 0, x E I, see [3, p. 14571. If Lmin is semibounded, then any 
selfadjoint extension H in .Z is semibounded since Lmin has finite deficiency 
indices. Note that in this case the dimension of the set XH+p is finite. If H is 
a selfadjoint extension of L,,, such that H + a is positive definite, then 
L min + a is positive definite. If we denote the Friedrichs extension of L,,, by 
L,, we have L, + a = (L + a)F, where 
This implies the existence of a differential expression N on f c R 
N= + qkDk, 
k%, 
4m = (P”)“‘, 
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where each qk is k times continuously differentiable on r, such that 
((L + a)% cp)2 = (W, NV), 9 f? E Car). (3.2) 
For a proof see [4, pp. 398-4011. From (3.2) it follows that 
g[L, + a] =a[(L + a)F] =g(N,i,), (3.3) 
where Nmin is the minimal operator, associated with N, in 3 = L’(r), and 
~5, + a = NzinN,i, = N~,,N,i” * 
See [8, p. 3 171. A characterization of the Friedrichs extension for 
semibounded Sturm-Liouville operators in terms of this factorization has 
been given by Kalf [7]. 
THEOREM 3 (pointwise xpansion). Let H be a selfadjoint extension of 
Lmin in 2’= L*(l), which is bounded below. Then 
g[H] c (fe 2’1 f E Cm-‘(r), D”-‘f is locally absolutely continuous}, 
and 
D’f = lim 1 D’s@>4 (f;~~WdpC,4) , 
A-RI A fE@[H], j=o,l,..., m, 2 
with uniform convergence on compact subintervals of I for j = 0, l,..., m - 1, 
and L 2 convergence on compact subintervals of I for j = m. 
ProoJ According to (1.1) we have 
f -jAs@)d, (.A~;sWdW)2=(~-E(4)A f E&“= L2(z), 
where E is the orthogonal spectral family asociated with H. 
If f E G?[H] = g[H + a] = Q((H + a)‘12), we obtain 
(I - E(d))f = (H + a)-“‘(1 - E(d))(H + a)“y 
Let g, = (I- E(d))(H + a)‘12f; then 
f-lAsa,d, (A@,4dplu))2=(H+a)-1’2g,, f E@[Hl. (3.4) 
It is clear that 
FrnR g, = 0 in 3. --t (3.5) 
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In our case decomposition (3.1) with (3.3) gives 
~[[H+a]=~(N,i,)O,s,+a, 
where 
,k;+n = {fE~[[H+a]nC~(1)~(L+a)f=O). 
This shows that the elements in B[H] = 22[H + a] are sufficiently smooth. 
Next we claim that for every compact subinterval J c I, there exists a 
positive constant c(J), such that 
KY1 2 ww”fll:,J + llfll:,,)~ .fE Q[ffl. (3.6) 
Here we use the notation 
II gllL = j”” I g127 
A combination of (3.4)-(3.6) gives the desired result. 
Finally, we prove our claim (3.6). Let f E CZ[H]; then there exist unique 
elements g E GS(N,,,~,), h E J!$~+~ such that f = g + h and 
K./-l = [a 81 + [k hl. 
Now (r E R has been chosen such that (L + a)r is positive definite, which 
implies 
l&L 81 2 Y II sll:, g E gl@ + ahI = g(Nmin)9 y > 0, 
and we have already seen that [ g, g] = ]]Ng]]:. Therefore there are positive 
constants 6 and c,(J) such that 
1 g, gl a wwl: + II m a 4lmll:,J + II gll:,,) 
a cIv>wmgll:,J + II sll:,,)~ g E g(Nmin>* 
Since JVE, + ~ is finite-dimensional, there exists a positive constant c,(J), such 
that 
[k Al a c*vw”~ll:,J + ll~ll:J h EJG+CY. 
(Note that the right side of this inequality defines a norm on A;+, .) This 
implies that 
w”fll:,J + Ilfll:,J 
G Ilmll:,J + II glL + II~*% + llW.J 
< (llC,V))l& sl + (llc*V))[h hl. 
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Hence with 
we obtain our claim. 
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